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Disclaimer 

• The views expressed in this presentation are the 
presenter’s and do not represent the views of the 
Social Security Administration, The University of 
Maryland Medical Center, or SAS Institute, Inc. 



Presentation Overview 
Fleiss’ kappa (in  the JMP Attribute Gauge platform using ordinal rating scales) helped  assess 

inter-rater agreement between independent radiologists who diagnosed patients with 
penetrating abdominal injuries. 

  

Fleiss’ kappa poorly estimates inter-rater reliability when disagreement distributions between 
raters vary widely and have different magnitudes with multiple raters.  

  

Krippendorff’s alpha  better differentiates between raters disagreements for various sample sizes; 
and estimates judgments, with or without missing data, across multiple measurement scales 

(binary, nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio) for multiple raters. 

  

Krippendorff’s alpha, thoughnot available in JMP, is available in the R open-source statistical 
programming language. JMP connects to R  via JSL to execute R commands and exchange data.  

  

This presentation will demonstrate how JMP and R integration takes advantage of the powerful 
capabilities in both tools. Combining JMP and R helps users gain more insight and get better 

analytic results. Results helped radiologists discern which imaging signs detected injuries from 
signs that needed improved detection training.  
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Trauma Radiology Case Study 

• Missed gastrointestinal (GI) tract – Bowel injuries 
lead to significant morbidity and mortality among 
trauma patients 

• This case study sought to assess the degree of 
agreement three independent radiologists had 
interpreting signs that indicated Penetrating GI 
tract-Bowel Injury (PBI) 

• Also, find out if any sign(s) gave the best 
indication of PBI to any degree of sensitivity, 
specificity, and diagnostic  accuracy 

 



Materials and Methods cont. 
• CT images of 171 patients underwent MDCT imaging for  

surgery (77/171, 45.0%) or clinical follow-up (94/171, 55.0%)  
between October, 2011 – April, 2013 at the University of 
Maryland Medical Center’s (UMMC) Shock Trauma Center    

• Images were interpreted by three independent radiologists, 
(one attending radiologist and two secondary readers) 

• Each radiologist interpreted each patient scan and recorded 
findings on dedicated worksheets, blind to each other’s 
imaging, clinical data, or patient’s management outcomes 

  

 



Materials and Methods (Design and Data Collection) 

• CT images were evaluated for 17 individual signs 
(Q1-Ctoverall) believed to indicate GI tract injury 
using a 5-point confidence scale (1-definitely 
absent, 2-possibly present but unlikely, 3-equivocal, 
4-likely present, 5-definitely present).  

• Attending trauma surgeons and radiologist 
(reference standard) determined the presence or 
absence of GI tract injury intra-operatively (1=BI 
injury, 0 = No BI injury) 

• All radiologists scored a binary variable indicating 
whether the patient required an operative 
management specifically for GI tract injury or not  

 



Triple-Contrast Imaging Algorithm (FAST)  for Stable Patients with Penetrating Trauma 
(Reprinted with permission from the Radiological Society of North America) 

 



Key terms 
Focused Assessment with Sonography for Trauma (FAST): Rapid Sonographic, Ultrasound, 
MDCT Examination used by radiologists, surgeons, emergency physicians and certain 
paramedics to screen for blood around the heart or abdominal organs after trauma.  



Materials and Methods (Analysis) 

• Inter-observer agreement was evaluated by computing 
weighted kappa statistics using Fleiss’ method from JMP®’s 
Analyze > Quality and Process > Attribute Gauge platform. 
Kappa values above 0.80 indicated near complete agreement, 
0.61-0.80 strong. 0.41-0.60 moderate, 0.21-0.40 fair, and less 
than 0.20 poor agreement among radiologists  

• Krippendorff’s alpha was computed from R to give a more 
generalized measure of inter-rater reliability than Fleiss’ kappa 

 



Example of Penetrating Bowel Injury (PBI) 
 (Reprinted with permission from the Radiological Society of North America) 

Transverse CT scan shows a wound track that 
extends to the bowel in a 33-year-old man shot 
in the right hemipelvis. Note bullet and bone 
fragments (black arrowheads) outlining the 
wound track that extends to a loop of small 
bowel (Q15). Free intraperitoneal air (Q3a, Q3b -
white arrowheads) and fluid (Q9-arrows) are 
seen from peritoneal violation (Q1). An injury to 
the ileum was confirmed surgically. 



Selected Records of the Data  



JSL Script to compute Krippendorff’s Alpha using  JMP and R Integration  



JSL Script to compute Krippendorrf’s Alpha using  JMP to R Integration  (cont.) 



Selected Signs of 1001 Bootstrapped Krippendorff’s Alphas  
(First row are the Krippendorff alphas for each sign of the original data) 



Distribution of 1001 Bootstrapped Krippendorff’s Alphas for Selected Signs  



Krippendorff’s Alpha Data Table with 95% Confidence Intervals  
Computed from 1000 Bootstrapped Resamples 



Stacked Column of Krippendorff’s Alphas (Coefficient and 95% Confidence Interval  Values)  



Graph Builder Plot of Krippendorff’s Alphas and Confidence Intervals  for each Sign   



Attribute Gauge Agreement Comparison Results of Three Readers for Signs Q1, Q6 and Q13 



Graph Builder Plot of Paired Raters and Overall Kappa Values for each Sign   



Opened Fleiss Kappa and Krippendorff Alpha Data Tables with Script to Join them 



Multivariate Correlations between  the Krippendorff alpha and overall Fleiss’ Kappa statistics 



Summary and Conclusions  
• In closing, we saw how JMP‘s JSL with R integration computed 

Krippendorff’s alpha inter-rater reliability statistic, that 
surpasses Fleiss’ kappa  in JMP. 

• Although Krippendorff alpha is not as widely used and is more 
computationally complex than Fleiss’ kappa, it has gained 
more acceptance by researchers in content analysis and 
measurement reproducibility studies as a robust, flexible, 
inter-coder reliability metric.  

• Combining JMP‘s dynamic interactivity with R’s unique 
functionalities and packages gives users the ability to develop 
custom applications that can be implemented in JMP. 
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